The Adaptive Optics Center of Excellence for National Security at the Naval Postgraduate School has implemented a technology testing platform and array of facilities for next-generation space-based telescopes and imaging system development. The Segmented Mirror Telescope is a 3-meter, 6 segment telescope with actuators on its mirrors for system optical correction. Currently, investigation is being conducted in the use of lightweight carbon fiber reinforced polymer structures for large monolithic optics. Advantages of this material include lower manufacturing costs, very low weight, and high durability and survivability compared to its glass counterparts. Design and testing has begun on a 1-meter, optical quality CFRP parabolic mirror for the purpose of injecting collimated laser light through the SMT primary and secondary mirrors as well as the following aft optics that include wavefront sensors and deformable mirrors. This paper will present the design, testing, and usage of this CFRP parabolic mirror and the current path moving forward with this ever-evolving technology.
Introduction
The Adaptive Optics Center of Excellence (AOCoE) for National Security at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) is a research center sponsored by the Office of Naval Research and the Air Force Research Laboratory and is supported by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). The AOCoE offers hands-on education and research opportunities in adaptive optics, advanced electro-optical imaging systems, high energy laser systems, spacecraft design, laser communications, and other related fields that are extremely important for our national security. Students affiliated have a wide-range of thesis topics to choose from for their education. Among the projects at the AOCoE, the Segmented Mirror Telescope (SMT) system is a large testbed that houses several ongoing and Mirror Applications, Inc. (CMA), several prototype mirrors have been fabricated and tested.
The method CMA uses to develop lightweight optics involves unidirectional CFRP prepreg layers over a mandrel of opposite shape. The mirrors are then coated in the same manner as conventional glass mirrors befitting to the specific application. The mandrel can be reused to generate multiple mirrors and thus reducing overall system costs for systems requiring multiple identical optics due to the majority of the cost lying with the fabrication of the mandrel. This also dramatically reduces the cost of prototyping where multiple iterations are done. This, in turn, allows for a flexible development process for researching new methods and techniques for fabrication of the CFRP mirrors themselves.
CMA has fabricated several optical flats to demonstrate the technology. Using an offthe-shelf, optical quality, glass flat optic, these mirrors were replicated. Figure 2 shows an image of a flat, coated CFRP optic. 
1-meter CFRP Parabolic Mirror Prototype
For many astronomical applications, use of larger apertures is desired. A prototype 0.4-meter diameter parabolic primary mirror telescope has been designed and built. Figure 4 shows an image of the primary mirror from this telescope. This first-cut at a large-diameter optic is within the limits to be corrected with adaptive optics. This particular telescope has been designed to house an adaptive optical system with it and is part of a different project in which the entire telescope structure and optics are made from CFRP material [4] . The next step was to scale up to a meter-class telescope system and is currently in production at CMA with support from NRL and NPS. At NPS, the SMT consists of its large segmented and actuated primary mirror, a lightweighted secondary mirror mounted on a hexapod, and aft optics with several sensors and subsystems. One of the goals of this system is to perform measurements with the overall system and develop algorithms for correction of an orbit-deployed telescope system that can be adjusted in situ with its adaptive primary mirror and other subsystems. To achieve this goal, a 1-meter collimated beam can be injected into telescope system through the use of a 1-meter mirror. With CMA, a 1-meter parabolic mirror has been designed and built to use with this system. Figure 5 is a layout of several experiments co-existing in this single, large testbed. Including the center of curvature test, the segment-phasing test, and the 1-meter collimated beam test shown reflecting off of one of the segments for testing of the overall optical system with the aft optics. Since acquiring a 3.2-meter collimating optic is a non-trivial, very costly endeavor, a 1-meter collimating optic can be used to send a 
RP mirror
The fabrication of these CFRP mirror are only as good as the mandrel from which they are formed [5] . The mandrel being used to fabricate the 1-meter CFRP mirror has just recently been reworked to have a surface peak-to-valley of 0.4λ and a surface roughness of 0.05λ. Shown in Figure 9 is a representation of the surface measurements of the inner 0.8-meters of the mandrel.
